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LBNC Meeting

• Held 5-7 December at CERN
- included a session on DUNE ND

•  Members assigned to DUNE ND
- Ties Behnke
- Joachim Kopp
- Naba Mondal
- Scott Oser (chair)
- Niki Saoulidou 
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EXCERPTS (I)

● TDR “contains a clearly developed plan”
○ Liquid argon TPCs (ArgonCube) + high pressure gas TPC+ECAL (MPD) that move off-axis
○ On-axis beam monitor with 3D scintillator tracker inside the KLOE magnet and ECAL (SAND)
○ Important decisions for facility planning, such as hall size, have been settled.

● Staging:
○ LBNC recommended that any minimal configuration include LAr with a simple magnetized 

muon spectrometer (both capable of moving off-axis) and a simple on-axis beam monitor
○ DUNE is considering a simple magnetized spectrometer (similar to MINOS) and running 

KLOE+ECAL without inner detectors as a beam monitor
■ “The latter idea is intriguing, but no details presented”

● DUNE-PRISM
○ Core requirement, but engineering needed to enable this was not addressed
○ Large detectors moved in the past, but engineering is not trivial, especially cryogenic services
○ Request more details at the next LBNC meeting and documentation in CDR
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EXCERPTS (II)

● ArgonCube 2x2
○ Welcome the plan to run 2x2 at NuMI in September 2020
○ High priority as a critical step for developing the ND TDR
○ LArPix: multiple iterations may be needed. Request report at next meeting
○ Increase in kapton cost for resistive field cage is also a concern

● MPD:
○ Successful workshop at DESY
○ Proposal to include muon catcher in return yolk of magnet
○ CALICE design is an attractive model. Request to hear more about fast timing, including role 

and requirements, documented in CDR.

● MPD magnet:
○ Reference design has 5 SC coils, two alternates under consideration
○ Downslecting by end of Jan 2020 seems aggressive and possibly premature
○ Requirements on stray field and uniformity not yet determined
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EXCERPTS (III)

● SAND:
○ INFN contribution of KLOE and ECAL as on-axis beam monitor is welcome
○ DUNE plans to place 3DST + gas tracking (TPCs or STTs) surrounding it
○ Details must be fleshed out for CDR, particularly gas tracking element
○ Alternate design using thin target layers with different targets studied. 

■ “not part of the reference design  . . and  . . . would require significant work in order to 
be fully justified from the cost & construction but also physics point of view.”

● CDR:
○ Draft to be sent to LBNC in March 2020. Plan is realistic
○ IDR by end of the year, informed by ArgonCube 2x2 and TDR a year later

■ DOE may require a TDR for CD-2. DUNE may need to consider skipping IDR
○ Various design elements must be optimized

■ MPD manget, MPD ECAL granularity, gas tracking for SAND, etc.
■ Optimization criteria needs to be stated
■ DUNE-PRISM needs to explicitly demonstrate systematic error reduction for CPV
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

● DUNE should study how well “temporary minimal detectors” that are being considered if staging is required would 
actually work—for example, using the KLOE magnet+ECAL without inner detectors as a beam monitor, or using a 
magnetized muon spectrometer instead of an MPD. For this latter option, DUNE should quantify the design 
requirements for the muon spectrometer. LBNC acknowledges that the MPD provides several attractive features 
lacking from a minimal design, and notes that the SAND detector could be considered first in case staging is 
required.

● The optimization for both the MPD’s ECAL and its magnet design should be driven primarily by physics 
requirements. Hence, LBNC would like to see these clarified and incorporated in the process of the design 
optimizations. LBNC would also like to hear of possible design challenges related to the movability of the 
detector.

● DUNE should flesh out how the DUNE-PRISM method together with constraints on cross section and flux model 
uncertainties can be used in tandem to achieve the needed precision for CP violation, as well as how well these 
(reduction of systematics) will be achieved by the DUNE ND complex. LBNC suggest doing this by incorporating 
DUNE-PRISM data samples into the final oscillation fit. DUNE should aim for having this ready and included in 
the CDR. 

 


